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More than one thousand utilitarian textiles that are pieced, patched, and repaired, mostly 
using castaway cotton fabric—many beyond recognition—comprise the Nukata 
Collection of boro. The Japanese term boro refers to the state of objects that have been 
used, broken, or worn to tatters, then extensively repaired and sometimes used far beyond 
their normal expected life cycle. These humble cloths are tangible remnants of stories 
lived by the common people—farmers, fishermen, and lumberjacks in rural areas along 
the Sea of Japan and the northeastern Honshu Island and in other parts of Japan—until 
several decades ago. These cloths reflect social stratification, agricultural and trading 
practices, subsistence economies, and the aesthetic and transformation of a material. 
Kousaku Nukata, an oil painter, ceramist, dentist, and collector in Japan, has an eye 
for beauty that sees no boundary. More than twenty years ago, he came across two pieces 
of threadbare cloth bedding cover that had been carefully darned and mended. He was 
overcome by the keen perception that the beauty and power he sought to capture in his 
paintings was “expressed through this humble, unpretentious, castaway rag.” It taught 
him a new way to see beauty. 
Upon first sight of these boro, he was awed by the emotional power they convey, 
which derives from muge, a term interpreted by Soetsu Yanagi in The Unknown 
Craftsman, his book on mingei (people’s art), as liberation from convention—freedom to 
be “as is”—which gives legitimacy to the folk crafts produced by anonymous people for 
everyday use. 
True beauty exists in the realm where there is no distinction between the beautiful and 
ugly, a realm described as “prior to beauty and ugliness,” a state where they are as yet un-
separated. 
Profoundly affected by his discovery, Nukata began to acquire boro and unwittingly 
amassed a collection of nearly one thousand. In 2002 he mounted a major exhibition at 
the ABC Gallery in Osaka and published a catalogue. The appeal of this show of 
unassuming textiles was wide and varied, the reactions powerful: school teachers 
returned with their students in tow, a young man stood silently and wept, women stayed 
in the gallery for hours, and both young and old returned again and again. Viewers were 
fascinated by the artful darns, patches, and reinforcements, and touched by the imprint of 
ancestral hands. 
These patched and mended indigo-dyed cotton textiles were the inspiration for Ragged 
Beauty, an exhibition I curated for the Museum of Craft & Folk Art in San Francisco, 
which was on view from August 21 to October 31, 2004, to coincide with the Biennial 
Conference of the Textile Society of America in Oakland, California. The exhibition also 
featured contemporary artwork and folk art objects that collectively explored the theme 
of repair and reuse and invited viewers to reassess the concept of value and consider the 
meaning of mending and recycling in our throwaway culture. 
A majority of boro in the Nukata collection are from the late nineteenth and early 
twentieth-century. Many of them are futon, which consists of a padded sleeping mattress 
(shikibuton) [illustration: #28 front, #29 reverse or inside] and comforter (kakebuton) 
[#7], and quilts (kotastugake) used with a heating apparatus (kotastu) [#81]. The rest are 
clothing, a bundle cloth to carry things in (furoshiki), and hemp cloth bags for making 
soy sauce and rice wine (sake). Many of these boro have over 100 small, rectangular 
patches and reinforcements using a wide variety of indigo fabric in various shades of blue 
(ai), stripes (shima), plaid (koushi), sometimes ikat (kasuri) and paste-resist print 
(katazome). 
 
Fig. 1 Cover fabric for shikibuton (#28–29 in the collection). Three panels of striped cloth sewn together. 
The heavily worn area in the shape of a human body at rest reveals a history of many years of daily use. 
The reverse side of the cover fabric has been repaired and reinforced with a variety of stripes, a few plaids, 
and indigo-dyed solids. Probably from Japan Sea Coast; indigo-dyed cotton; late 19th or early 20th century; 
71 x 40 inches. Kousaku Nukata Collection. 
A few important underlying aesthetics that unite all boro textiles in the exhibition can 
be attributed to the fact that most Japanese traditional textiles are woven in units of 1 tan, 
which measures about 14 inches by 13 yards. Each tan, or bolt, is cut into a series of 
rectangular panels, which are then sewn together to create an article of clothing or 
utilitarian object. There is no cutting into the cloth for sleeves or darts like in Western 
clothing, which means that worn clothing could be easily taken apart and transformed 
into coverlets and mattresses. The rectangular nature of the original cloth is reflected in 
the geometric patterns of the patches and reinforcements, made up almost entirely of 
squares and rectangles. In addition the vernacular cloth used by common folk was woven 
with cellulose fibers, which are most effectively dyed with natural indigo. As a result the 
designs are predominately blue in a variety of shades and in stripes and some plaids. 
To the makers of these boro, cotton was precious. Its cultivation was brought to Japan 
around the fourteenth century via China and firmly established by the eighteenth century 
in warmer regions where commoners could enjoy this new material just like the more-
well-to-do urban populations. However, cotton was hard to come by in harsher climates 
where available fibers were the local hemp, ramie, mulberry, wisteria, etc. These bast 
fibers, though strong, were weak to friction, not warm against the body, and laborious to 
produce. Through the long bitter winters, when it was too cold to grow crops, women had 
time to painstakingly make yarns from plant fibers and weave cloth for the family. In this 
harsh economy and climate, the inexpensive, warm cotton cloths were a treasure. 
A respect for and ingenious use of scarce materials and goods led to the emergence of 
regional folk textile traditions such as sakiori. Torn strips of castaway cotton cloth were 
woven with bast fiber warp yarns into a thick material and made into sturdy and warm 
jackets and vests. Other forms of folk textile tradition, sashiko and kogin, were derived 
from stitching or quilting precious cotton yarns onto locally available bast fiber cloth or 
layers of worn cotton fabric, converting them into sturdy textiles for work clothes and 
coverlets. In both these traditions loving handwork is apparent in the fashioning of the 
utilitarian objects. 
The textile fragments used for patching and repair came from a wide variety of 
sources. Some pieces were saved and collected in a household over generations of family 
members living and dying. Most of them were recycled from cotton clothing and other 
castaway rags. A thriving rag trade emerged with the establishment of Kitamaebune, a 
commercial shipping route for transporting products to and from northern Japan1—fish 
oil for lighting and fishmeal for fertilizer from Matsumae (Hokkaido)—and collecting 
“rice tax” from fiefdoms throughout the country. During the Edo Period (1615–1844) a 
merchant marine industry became very active with ships going north originating from the 
port of Naniwa (Osaka) in central Japan, a major commercial center for the past several 
hundred years.2 Used silk kimono were transported from Kyoto, the Imperial Capital, to 
Edo (Tokyo), and castaway cotton clothing brought from Edo to Naniwa to be dispersed 
to other parts of Japan.3 
                                                 
1 Zuiken Kawamura (1617–99) established a route from the Yamagata Prefecture area in the north down 
through the Pacific Ocean to Edo (Tokyo), the Shogun capital, bringing rice collected from peasant 
farmers by rulers of each fiefdom. 
2 This route was established by Zuiken Kawamura a few years later, in 1672, to bring rice from the 
Akita Prefecture area in the north along the Japan Sea through the Straits of Shimonoseki and through 
the Inland Sea to Naniwa (Osaka). 
3 Many of those used clothes dealers evolved into the large department stores of the 19th and 20th 
centuries. 
 
Fig. 2 Map of Japan showing the route for Kitamaebune, a commercial shipping route for transporting 
products to and from northern Japan. The map is adapted from one in Riches from Rags: Recycled 
Clothing and other Textile Traditions published by the San Francisco Craft and Folk Art Museum. 
In earlier days the bedding, or futon, for common folk was very minimal. Before 
recycled cotton cloth became available, futons were made of stitched crinkled paper 
(kami busuma), stuffed with dried and beaten straw, cattail fiber, or silk waste from 
cocoons. Most rural homes had wooden floors covered with mats woven from straw 
(mushiro). The later use of cotton batting was a revolutionary improvement in sleeping 
comfort. 
Rice was at the center of Japan’s agrarian economy, but the farmers who grew it could 
only afford to eat it on special occasions. The rice tax system established by the 
Tokugawa shogunate extracted most of what the farmers grew. Meanwhile Japan was 
changing to more capitalistic system. The 250 years of peace resulting from the Shogun 
policy of isolating Japan from the rest of the world encouraged domestic commerce, 
which fueled the development of the shipping industry. Left-over fish lees (hoshika), a 
by-product of extracting fish oil, was brought from the north and became a revolutionary 
fertilizer for the new crop—cotton—and later for indigo plants, which sped up the 
development of both the cotton industry and the rag trade. 
The boro textiles encourage thoughtful assessment as well as aesthetic appreciation of 
the act of mending, the menders, and the mended objects. Subject to exhaustive repairs to 
maintain an element of functionality, they often underwent significant transformation 
from their original form—kimono into a basic coverlet, futon into work clothes. Such 
transformation of goods, a common practice of economy in resources, resulted in a 
massive accumulation of time and memory of people who used the repaired and recycled 
objects. These artifacts from the past link us to stories at once personal, social, and 
cultural. They signify the unspoken relationships among the family members who worked 
on them and used them. 
 
Fig. 3 Reverse side of top cover fabric for kakebuton or double size shikibuton sewn together from 4 panels 
of cloth, (#7 in the collection) probably created with panels from two separate shikibuton covers 
(speculation based on evidence of blood stains and presence of two different base fabrics, 2 panels of 
striped cloth and 2 panels of solid blue cloth). Probably from Japan Sea Coast; predominantly indigo-dyed 
cotton, heavily over-stitched with white cotton thread (possibly a later addition);late 19th or early 20th 
century; 64 x 49 inches. Kousaku Nukata Collection. 
Viewing the boro we wonder who pieced and patched the textile, stitching and darning 
it so carefully and thoroughly? And who was the recipient of such love and care? Who 
used the coverlet night after night and later passed it on to a younger generation? The 
careful and patient act of repairing or reinforcing mundane, well-worn objects must have 
provided a foundation for personal relationships and served as a form of silent dialogue 
among family members. Their transformation of material represents a visual record of the 
social and cultural history of common folks in Japan. 
Beyond the rough surfaces of the pieces, viewers can sense the obvious manifestation 
of creativity: the aesthetic transmutation of ordinary rags by human hands, and the 
creation of beauty that was never meant to be put on display. Each boro is a hand-sewn 
assemblage with a unique shape, size, and history. The laboriously sewn, evenly sized 
strips of one boro contrast with the practical, strategic placement of scraps-over-holes in 
another. Complementary, yet disparate, elements join in boro to make complete and 
visually appealing compositions that evoke contemporary art forms such as Robert 
Rauschenberg’s assemblages or abstract paintings by Paul Klee and Mondrian. 
 
Fig. 4 Kotatsushiki (quilted floor covering consisting of two cloth layers with bast fiber batting between) 
(#81 in the collection). This piece was used to cover the floor beneath a low table called yagura kotatsu, 
which, in turn, covers a small source of heat. The entire table is then topped with a kotatsugake, a coverlet 
larger than the table that flows over the sides to the floor. To keep warm inside the home in winter, a family 
would gather around the kotatsu, keeping feet and legs tucked under the kotatsugake. The torn hole reveals 
bast fiber batting inside. Probably from Japan Sea Coast; indigo-dyed cotton patched on both sides, bast 
fiber; late 19th or early 20th century (white cotton quilting thread may have been added more recently); 
50 x 55 inches. Kousaku Nukata Collection. 
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